trm~micsJtachnology. The ptinciple cFf
a p t i v e optics is of course also explained hem. Them are lots of mdlD
astronomy, a sectlon of a af reat 15matre submillimtre antenna, the latest
X-ray results from ROSATI gravitational
lenw, missing mass, Big Bang revisited, the end of the Universe, image
pmcasdng stations, etc.
The exhibitfan b grouped In a somawhat ~tnuugualway. Believing that the
vishrs come to have theft- curiosity
satisfied, the "mwers" to many "questions" are given, by @xtens!veuse of
a d l a n d didactical means. The public
will not only see beautiful pictures and
the sky and Its a b w ; there is also a
subWUal number of interaotlve asplay8 which saw6 to involve and attract
even those who have m parHcutar previous refationsto our scfmce. There we
several very reaUsttc experiments, e.g.
abemtion, pho&elWc llghtcurves of
an eclipsing binary, the origin of spectml
Hnea, etc.
Visit the exhibition, whsn you mrna to
Munbh-you will not tegreit it1
R. W T , ESOl
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Astronomical Observations in 2001
D. ALLOlN and T. LE BERTRE, Obsewatoire de Paris, Meudon, France
A forum organized by INSU with the
support of ESO was held in Paxis on
March 20, 1992. The motivation of this
one-day meeting was to resume the
discusdons within the astronomical
community about the future operating
modes of telescopes in the VL'6 era.
We enjoyed the visit d an important delegation from ESO Headquarters,
P. Shaver gave a revlew of the study
madea few years ago by theaVLTOperatlon Working Group" and of the concfusions reachedat that time. The operational modes were divided into three broad
classes: classical observing, remote observing and servlce observing. The respective adyanlagee and disadvantages
were d l ~ ~ m #and,
d at that time, the
concIwion was reached that all three
modeswould be necessary.To allow this,
It was important, in the conception of the
VLT, that na essential options be designed out and that innovative ideas bs
incorporated. Now, it la more and more
evident #tat fiexxbble scheduling will be a
central feature in the VLT oparatlons,
implylng servtce observing. However,
only the experience acquired with the
NIT and then with the VLJ will allow to
select the most efficient ways of obsenring and, mast probably, the VLT operations will start with classical modes.

M. Zolver reviewed the recent progresses made at ESO on the knowledge
of seeing statistics and on the
possibilitiesof smhg prediction. On the
latter, Wee methods are presently investigated: ststistical analysis, models
ot the atmospheric motions and warning
from a station located 30 km ehead of
the observatory in the dominant-wind
dimation. Wcwries about the effect of
levelling the Paranal summit on seeing
quality were expressed in the audience;
in fact, as seen through modelling of the
dnosphsric mations around the
summit with its new profile, the effect
shoutd n d be significative.
J. Breysmher described the present
situation of time allocation at ESO. With
13 telescopes flncludlng SEEIT) and 34
instrumental configudians, scheduling
is a complex task. Many csmstraints d
different nature (astronamlcal, logistic,
human, etc.) have to be fulfilled. One
simple change in the planning may lead
to its complete revision. In these conditions, flexible scheduling cannot be introduced straightfmardly. Nevertheless, it is presently tested on a limited
basis at the N l l so that experience
might be acquired. It is already apparent
that the changes of instrument must be
done rapidly (ina few minutes) md reli-

-

ably, that the standard procedures for
callbration b y e to be revised and that
expert systemswhich incorporatedl the
constraints have to be developed. Flexibile should not create Inamclency.
The following contribution, by Mrs.
k k e r (from the lnstitut National dm
TB1Bcomrnunications), was along the
line of expert systems. She reviewedthe
present situation of queue managing, a
completely new topic far most of us, but
with whkh we might have to get familiar
if we are to observe in the yews 2001 on
large instruments.
C. Boissan reported on her expwience with mrvice observing at #e British tdesoopes. She explained that this
m i c e requires from the potential users
a very detailed preparation of the observations and from the organbation which
offers it, a n or responding &Mng.
D. Baade reviewed the experience
acquired at ESO in remote obsming,
FrMn his talk, it was evident that remote
succsssftllly
control is already a
managed at ESO. Several questions
were raised by the audience, mainly on
the actual perfoman~esof this mode of
observations. In the case of the CAT+
CES, the users are presently requesting
mom remote observing than can be
handled at ESO Headquarters due to

various constraints (-50 % of the
nigh&). This example illustrates that remote o M n g is a competitive and
su-fut
mode of observation.
D. Albin discussed the coordination
of programmes on an international
h i s . The nature of some amphplcal
qu~stiomto which we are faced today
is such that their handling requires the
Mort of a vrsry large astranombal camrnunity. She insisted an the potentiality
offered by the new electronic devices
and on the fact that their optimal use
atlows nowadays world-wide cullborntion in an easy way.
Mom speclflcally, J. Ciavel described
an example of an internationally coordnatsd observing programme with IUE.
This coordination allowed the proposers
to paform observations that they would
not have been. able to conduct indivldually through standard procedures.
Theser Wo talks stimuhtedvarious rwcdons from the audience. The mdn point
of both speakm was that, in some
cases, there is no other means to tackle
fundmental problems that can be
solved today thank to the technol~glcal p r o g m m W w h the day, stelkw
seismology wrts quoted as a Rdd in
which an international collaboration is
essential for obtaining the necewq
continuous tim-verage.
Through several examples, M. Cr&B
demonstrated the necessity of archiving
data. His talk was followed by a vivid
dlscuwion about the nature of what
should be mckr'ved. Everybody agreed
that we shpuYd w e the ~scltsntificoutputs aimed at orlghally. The CORAVOL
mpwlment was mentioned in that respmt; its condensed output I$ considered as a key to its renownedefficiency.
But should we also kmp what we might.
in the light of new developments, need
in the Mure?. At that time the spectre
of Sk -69202 was haunting the artdttorium ,
A talk centred on the interfierornetrlc
mode of the VtT (VL'TI) was presented
by J.-M. Marlotti. it is clear that this very
complex mode of &sawaticln will r e
qulw a cowdfnation In the observing
programmes to obtain an optimal and
efficient use of the VLTI. Before the 4
Ti8m can k ooupted for intwferom&yl
the 2 t~ 3 auxiI'i rnombb telescopes
(VISA) will be wed on Paranal. Already,
this mode will rrsqulrs on the site a v e ~ y
cornpertent soknafic staff spslpscidiized in
intwfemmetry.
A, Omont .di9some scientific
projects \hrhieh need the hll dedication
of a tslscope, in general now considered as small (D5 2 m), and which have
a sbategld interest for the dewlopment of astronomy. As an example the
2-prn survey of the southrn sky was
described (DENIS). This programme has

..

..

been accepted recently as an ESU Key
Programme by tlte OPC and requires
the use of the existing 1-m telescope on
ta Silta more than 50 % of the time
during at l e a three years. DENIS will
produce a complete cowaDe of the
southern hemisphere with a spatial resoIutionof3"dsrwnto I- 18, J - %and
K 14. In continuation, A. Omont advocated the canstntctIon on Paranal d a
modern-twhnot~ small-slre tele
scope dedicated to deep wUe-fleld imagery in the near-inMd mge (1-2.5
pm) as has already beern proposed by
soms members of the DENIS t m .
A, Blanchard discussad possible uses
of the future medium-&e telescopes
(D
2 to 4 mm). He demamtrated the
need of wide-field rnuKiobject spectrosoopy for cosmological progmnmet.
In this respecs the already existing
bm-class telescopes are well suited
and will stay competitive in the era
of the mm.
Then, a panel discusdon chaired by
P. L h a was held. Intervenors were J,
Beckm, R. Cayrel, J. Qavel, J. Lequeux
and L. Woltjer. P. tena himself op~ned
the discussion. Ha remiled the cost of
the new equipmsnts and tfie volume cd
data that they wlll produce. He urged
astronomers to rationalire their progmrnmgs and to imr%ase the productivity of the instrumerrts they use by a
Proper distribution of the outputsJ. B m k m talked about the complwiiy of future tel8800pes and especially of
the VLT which will be d i f f m t from all
other existing teliescoptx3 including the
M7. In additEon, the VLT may evolve in
the direction of even more complexity.
For instance, adaptive optlm Is farewen
today only at the primary coudh, but we
cannot adford in the future not to haye it
at the othar foci; furthwmore, artificial
refemnw'stars appwr now avdlabte, so
that they will certainly be requested In
short, it mans that we wfll be dealing
witti a "wtsole new age of tel~soopes"
that must be operated difemntly from
before. From this follows the requirement to have on the Paranal sits a very
competent and dE4diated staft, Solid
programmes d maintenance and
check-up will aho be required. The conditions are neceassary to assure that the

-
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systems are workirg at best when they
are used by or for wien2tgts. Of courses
similar condRions are also necewq to
maintain the compe;titivity of the otherJ
conventional, ESO tebcopas and
hence to allow tor the justification of
acstivitiew an La Silla tit1 or even beyond
2001.
R. Cayrel called for a rarvolutlon in the
astronomers' hebis, in thdr relations
with the data-acquisition prowdures.
The evw-increasing compWty of modern instruments and telescopes is Intractable for a scientist obsenting 3 or 4
nights each year, m d sometimes Ies.
For &xample, the introduction of adaptive optics which will produce a coneiderable gain in the performanw of modern telescopes ar the development of
tho inte&mmetric mode will require tfig
permanant presence of specialists on
the Paranal site. All these specialists will
have to interact strongly with the users.
Some must be themselves scientists
with an insfrurnental speciality. 450,
a
standardiWi~nof the observing procedure~will be necessary to avoid duplication of the calibrations and to improm their quality. Finally, R. Cayrel
ca+ledfor an effort towards a more solid
conversion of astronomicat units irito
phy$iCEll one&
J. Clavel bmugM the &stance bisck
b space. He ~autlwledus to be very
car&I at organizing well in advance the
management of observatories In their
routine phase and at setting on time
proper medla for data procasing. Rnally, he spoke about the development of
ESES whose mission is to archive and
dktrlbute sclwtZific data in Europe.
J. Lsquwx intewned at that time
and reminded the mallence that publlcation in scientific joumals is a way of
saving data of importance for the future.
Paper is still the most permanent
support for archiving. On #e ather
hand, access to the relevant data is not
Jways easy as they are not &xed digitally. He advocated the evolution of
printed journals towards dtgitallysupported and eledranl~ally-distributed
journals (see also TI,8 Messenger 67,
p. 58).
As a conclusion, L WoNer summazed same of his ideas. He insisted

-

H.-W. Marck 1914-1992
We recelvd the sad newe that Mr. Hans-Werner Marok, accountant at
from
1W to 1978, &ad on 25.1.1992.
Mr. Marck was Fn the earIy days of ESO a close collaborator to the Manag@, Mr. J.
BLoemkolk, and was In charge of dl f
l
m
l
a
S md accounrfng mattwrs at the beglnnlng
d the Organhation onntll the relocation fram Hamburg lo M u n b h In 1978.

on the importance of professionalism.
Stateof-theart equipment might be
better operated by experts in astronomical obsewatlons, rather than by astronomers vlsiting on short stays. Also,
he stressed that the majar cost in running an observatoty is not due to the
telesc~pes and the instruments, but
rather to maintaining the infrastructure.
Therefore for the year 2001, he advised

to move (or replace) the' La Sllla telew p m ta Parand. Finally, on the subject of data archival, although agreeing
with its necessity, he cautioned the
community against doing like these
schoIEus who, for centuries, only studied
"archivesu from the Antiquity ...
In the present report, it is not possibte
to reproduce even coarsely the lively
discussions that we had throughout the

whole day. Enough to say that It was
very difficult ta keep on schedule! After
all, these vivid exchanges were demonstrating the interest and motlvatlon of
the participants. The proemdings of this
forum have been edited and are available on request to the organizers. They
contain the contributions of all speakers
and a complete transcslptian af the
panet discussion.

The Sonneberg Plate Archive
H. -J. BRAUER and B.FUHRMANN, Stemwarte Sonneberg, Germany
Sonneberg, until recently behind, and
only a stone'sthrow away from the Iron
Curtain, is no longer shut off from the
outside world. Its observatory is restored to the international astronomical
community, and the community ought
to know what it has gained. Above all it
now has access to the world's second
largest plate archive and an intact
photographic Sky Patrol. Its series of
recordings reach back into the past as
far as 1926. Sonneberg (240,000 plates)
excels the Harvard collection (400,000
plates) in the continuity of its recordings
and in the machine-readability of the
archival data.
There is, however, a drop of bitterness. In the face of a present uncertainty

about the future of Sonneberg Observatory, the IAU felt compelled to recommend, in a resolution of Commissions
27 and 42, that "all efforts be undertaken to continue these important measurements and to ensure the appropriate maintenance and availability of the
data archives" (IAU Inf Bull. 67, 39-40
(1992)). In accordance with this recommendation, the Sonneberg team leaves
no stone unturned in avoiding any gap
and preventing a premature discontinuation, and is grateful for every support in
its endeavour.
CCDs are advancing on patrols, and
in the near future they will be big enough
to take over after the photographic
plates. But on no account must pho-
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tography be discarded before a smooth
transition is achieved. Then, once the
CCDs can be used, patrols can be automated, and it is necessary to run them in
a climate better than that in Central
Europe. A new responsibility might then
accrue to ESO, too.
Sky Patrols aim at providing a continuous record of the sky. Not only do
they lead to discoveries of time-variable
objects, but they allow the investigation
of objeets retrospectively. The first time
the Sonneberg collection became a
talking point was when, in 1937, the
Minor Planet H e n e s came extremely
near to the earth and the Sonneberg
patrol provided data for the orbital determination. Other instances, just to
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